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Sectional steel Tank
Our goal is to provide the best quality product to our
customers. To achieve this objective, FST products
are manufactured under ISO 9001 and comply to the SANS
10329:2020 specifications. This ensures that the tank panels
and accessories are produced under the most stringent
quality audit and meet the required structural and durability
performance standards.
We believe it is our duty to ensure that our customers are
provided with the most advanced products that
incorporate safe and user‐friendly systems. That is why we are
committed to continuous research and development
programmes that seek out new and innovative products. We
will always strive to provide you, our customer, with technical
expertise and value‐added services.
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Sectional steel Tank
FTS sectional steel tanks are formed using prefabricated
panels, cleats and internal bracing bolted together on site,
to give an infinite range of sizes and capacities. This system
also lends itself to straightforward refurbishment as individual
components can be inspected and replaced as required.
Similarly, alterations to dimensions and capacities can be done
with minimal downtime.
FTS products are very rugged and have a long lifespan. The
tanks modular design, makes for easy "flat‐packed" palletised
consignments for economical transport, and enables rapid on‐
site assembly.
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Sectional steel Tank
FTS sectional steel tanks come in a modular system, from
capacities of 1.816kL to upward of 5000kL (5ML). Tanks are
formed using prefabricated panels, cleats and internal bracing
bolted together on site, to give an infinite range of sizes and
capacities.
All mild steel components are hot‐dipped galvanised as per
SANS 121 (ISO 1461) and the tanks are sealed using our EPDM
double flanged gasket which adds an extra 4mm double
ribbed sealing solution. This is an important key factor for the
water sealing and longevity of the tank.
These tanks are installed on civil engineered concrete plinths,
castellated beams or a PR engineered, and designed,
galvanised steel towers depending on client and site
requirements.
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Sectional steel Tank
The FTS Towers are designed and manufactured as per SANS
10162. When purchasing a tower form FTS the GA (General
Arrangement) drawings can provided when the order is placed
and will need to be signed off by a PR Engineer and a
foundation guideline can also be provided for the civil
company for casting of the civil/foundation of the steel
tower/structure.
Should additional technical assistance be required during the
civil work beneath the tower, our technical staff is available for
guidance.

Over the years we have been involved with many significant
projects within numerous industries. We have established
ourselves as a professional, reliable supplier of high‐quality
steel tanks for a variety of standard and specialised
applications.
All our installation and operations are carried out in a safe
manner as determined by OHS Act (85 of 1993) and any
amendments to it. We take health and safety extremely
seriously and all our installation teams are regularly trained
and upskilled.
We align ourselves with customers’ needs to make their
experience quick turnaround time, superior products and
after sales‐support.
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